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Dear Colleague:
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Preface

The disappearance of jobs in rural areas and the urbanization of our society have combined to isolate individuals and small communities. Not having access to transportation in a rural area frequently means not having access to essential needs such as health care, jobs, education, and even family and friends – the most basic human needs.

However, the innovations in technology, notably Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS), during the past two decades have made possible major changes in the transportation system. The application of the personal computer and the expanding capabilities of computer hardware and software have provided powerful tools for rural transit managers.

These innovations in technology, the establishment of ITS America, and the Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991 have resulted in the United States Department of Transportation’s initiative in ITS. ITS applies current and emerging technologies in the fields of electronics, communications, navigation, information processing, information displays, computers and control systems to all forms of transportation. The ITS subset applicable to transit created by the Federal Transit Administration has been labeled Advanced Public Transportation System (APTS) technologies. The term, Transit ITS, is used to designate APTS deployed in the actual day-to-day provision of public transportation. Effectively integrated and deployed, ITS technologies can enhance safety and make transportation more widely and efficiently available to rural areas.1

Initial applications of Transit ITS took place within urban systems that, for the most part, developed and applied the technology. Since the implementation within urban systems proved successful and additional applications for Transit ITS were identified, it became apparent that the application to rural transit systems would enhance not only their operations, but also the workforce’s quality of life.

Each tool has advantages and related implications. The most widely used of these is the transit operations software for the scheduling and dispatching of trips. It is important to note the tools described above may not necessarily address the needs of or be appropriate for every system. Each system is unique and has its own needs and capabilities that must be examined to determine the technology that will be most beneficial.

This report is designed to act as a planning tool for implementing Transit ITS in rural systems. While presented as a single integrated document it contains four distinct sections as described below:

**A Guidebook for Planning Rural Transit ITS Applications**
A Guidebook for Planning Rural Transit ITS Applications contains an ordered set of suggestions for choosing new information-management technology to improve the performance of a rural transit system. It is built on the experience of transit professionals from throughout the United States.

**Best Practices in Rural Transit ITS**
The Best Practices in Rural Transit ITS document is the result of a review of Transit ITS and its application to rural transit operations in the field. The document is organized to address the planning, research, procurement, implementation and evaluation of technologies and applications. Included are a series of best practices, consisting of suggestions and guidelines, intended to provide guidance and to minimize the learning curve in evaluating, selecting and implementing Transit ITS technologies and applications.

**Transit ITS Case Studies**
The Transit ITS Case Studies were derived from interviews with transit systems at various stages of Transit ITS implementation. The case studies are intended to showcase the approach used by individual systems. They describe the motivations for considering Transit ITS, approaches taken, final results, and lessons learned. Each case study also summarizes the transit system’s characteristics including the service area, fleet description, service types, passenger trip statistics, and project funding sources.

**Transit ITS Resources**
The Transit ITS Resources contain a variety of information useful to the planners of Transit ITS applications. Included is a copy of a Transit ITS field survey questionnaire, a bibliography of relevant print and Internet publications, a useful list of federal and state agency rural transit contacts, and a glossary of terms and acronyms.

The information contained in this report will be an important resource to help improve and ensure mobility and access in rural communities.
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INTRODUCTION

1.1 Purpose of the Guidebook
The purpose of *A Guidebook for Planning Rural Transit ITS Applications* is to assist transit systems, especially their managers, in identifying their present and future needs, assessing those needs and then addressing them. This Guidebook provides insight into how Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) technologies can help address those needs, as well as an understanding of available and currently used ITS applications and financing mechanisms.

The Guidebook contains an ordered set of suggestions for choosing new information-management technology to improve the performance of your rural transit system. Finally, it provides a glimpse of the reasons why a number of transit systems have adopted ITS technology to solve their problems. We have tried to include the key elements and considerations involved in such a process. Although readers with experience in transit and/or ITS will find some parts familiar, we hope the guide will be helpful to all who read it.

1.2 Overview of the Guidebook

Section 2: “The Challenge of Identifying Transit System Needs”
Building on material found in the accompanying report, *Best Practices in Rural Transit ITS*, Section 2 focuses on identifying the potential needs of your system, some of which may be addressed using Transit ITS applications. First, it identifies the nature of the challenge facing the transit manager. Then it covers three steps to identifying transit system needs for the new technology. They are to evaluate the existing system, predict future needs, and analyze current business processes. The section culminates with a fictitious example illustrating one manager’s approach to the problem of identifying transit system needs and how these needs may be addressed by Transit ITS solutions.

Section 3: “Identifying the Technologies Available to Meet the Needs”
Section 3 provides sources of information and techniques for learning about the nature of the various Transit ITS applications. This section is directed toward the individual who has little acquaintance with these new tools. Consequently, it covers virtually all types of tools that are currently available. The section is also designed to present the reader with the fundamentals needed to understand new applications as they come to market. A number of references are given to sources of pertinent information, both those in print and on the Internet. The section gives examples of the more widely used types of information, including training courses. Once again, an example is given showing one manager’s approach to learning about the various Transit ITS technologies available.

Section 4: “Planning the Implementation”
This section is a step-by-step guide to the Transit ITS implementation process. It starts by suggesting a prioritization of the applications that have been identified as meeting a system’s particular need. It explains various criteria and methods that can be used to estimate them. Considerations such as system capital, maintenance, and operating costs are included. Also covered are the staff skills needed to implement the system, focusing on those that may be new to a rural transit operation. The section identifies types and examples of collaborative agencies that the transit system must work with to initiate and operate the new Transit ITS applications.

This section also covers the selection of both the computer hardware and software required for some Transit ITS applications. Rural transit management needs to be aware of the pitfalls that others have experienced in this aspect of the implementation process. Therefore, the section also includes the experience of other systems, pointing out specific ingredients of success with hardware and software selection.
The final component of this section includes an emphasis on training. The time and cost of successful training are two requirements of system implementation that are most often underestimated. The types of options available and their relative merits are discussed. As well, key elements of system installation planning are covered, along with some of the “dos” and “don’ts” emerging from prior experiences around the country. Finally, Section 4 concludes with an example of the approach taken by one system in implementation planning.

**Section 5: “Evaluating the Implementation”**

This section focuses on the assessment of new applications after they are up and running. It includes recommendations on the type of information that should be kept to evaluate technology implementations. It also contains suggestions about parallel operations and other forms of back-up that help protect against early system flaws and installation failures. Examples are given of implementation problems, successes, and evaluations already experienced by rural transit systems around the country.

**Section 6: “Where Does ITS Rural Planning Go from Here?”**

This section briefly explains how the Guidebook provides a framework for managing the future. It can help rural transit managers organize, assimilate, and make use of technological information coming at them at an ever increasing rate. It can help them plan for the future by participating in the development of new collaborative relationships with social service agencies, businesses, and other transit providers interested in improving services for rural area communities.
2.1 The Nature of the Challenge for Transit Managers

The expanding capabilities of computer hardware and software have created new and more powerful tools for rural transit managers. Many are described in the accompanying report, *Best Practices in Rural Transit ITS*. Better communications among drivers, dispatchers, and riders increase the potential for better service. Greater efficiencies can come from new routines for scheduling runs and trips. Geographic Information System-based vehicle locators as well as more comprehensive and accessible vehicle inspection and maintenance records can improve system safety and security. Even the use of e-mail and other features of the Internet can improve the efficiency and effectiveness of transit systems. These are just a few of the new capabilities.

The challenge for rural transit managers is how to take advantage of these new capabilities. One of the first things to be recognized is that computer-based technologies can be applied to virtually every aspect of rural transit system operations. Consequently, the first step that the transit manager should take is to identify current needs of the system for improvement. Any one of these identified needs could be a candidate for the application of one or more Transit ITS technologies. It is important to recognize that not every need will best be met with a Transit ITS application. Careful examination of administrative processes, for example, often reveals outdated, outmoded, or redundant procedures that merely need to be reorganized or replaced.

The manager should also keep in mind that a transit system is a constantly changing organization. He or she must not only respond to today’s needs but also recognize that the transit system will change over time. This change may be the result of modifications to operations, service area expansions, acquisition of new equipment, new customer groups, altered environmental regulations, and many other influences. The transit system will not be the same tomorrow or in one, five or ten years.

Transit ITS applications can assist managers in managing the development of their systems to respond to these anticipated changes. In order for a transit system to fully take advantage of the technologies and tools that are available do this, the needs of the transit system need to be identified.

*Transit ITS can assist managers in managing change in their systems over time.*
2.2 Identifying the Needs for New Technology

2.2.1 Assess the Existing System

The first level of identifying needs for new technology is the ongoing process of assessing your existing system for problems or opportunities for improvement. Those who operate or use the system, such as first line supervisors, employees and customers, may be most familiar with these problems and opportunities. Seeking out their concerns and suggestions often pays dividends. Not every need uncovered is going to have a good solution among Transit ITS applications, however. Consequently, it is good to approach needs identification in the first instance without concern for the type of solution it might have.

There are several questions to ask when looking at your existing operations to determine the extent to which the transit system is responding to patrons’ needs.

- Are you meeting the service demand?
- Are there a lot of complaints?
- Where are complaints directed?
- Do you talk with and listen to the suggestions of your patrons, the communities you serve, or your employees?

When you look at the following list of goals, which ones do you want to accomplish?

- Increased ridership?
- Fewer complaints?
- Happier employees?
- Lower operating costs?
- More service for the same or less cost?

Meeting these goals may require changes in the quantity and quality of transit service. ITS technologies and applications might be able to help you achieve them.

It is important to identify the goals that you have for your system.

It is helpful to have objectives that will identify actions that lead toward the goal. Many of these actions may involve the additions of Transit ITS technology to your system. Particular changes call for particular types of computer hardware and software. Candidate activities for improvement include passenger booking, run scheduling, vehicle dispatching, vehicle routing, vehicle maintenance, and fare collection. Any choices that you make should be made with an eye toward the goal. The fulfillment of system needs should be directly related to achieving the goal.
2.2.2 Predict Future Needs

A second level of looking at what you need or how you might expect your system to change is to consider the planning that you or someone else has already done for the future. Although you may not have had the time to really plan anything, you have probably been thinking about possible changes. Whatever thoughts you have had about future needs and system changes should be put on a list and placed in a readily accessible file. You will later want to check this list to see if Transit ITS technology can meet some of the future demands placed on your system. Ask yourself how meeting each of those future needs will contribute to your goal for the system.

It is also important to take advantage of the fact that you are part of a larger community system. People may have done planning for you as part of another organization or have a vision of where they expect your system to be going as time progresses. In essence, your system may not have its own long-term plan, but be part of the plan of another planning or social service organization. This could identify your system’s direction in future years.

Planning organizations typically include agencies at the state, regional, metropolitan area, county, or local level. You will need to convert the plan - yours, the potential client’s or the planning organization’s - into appropriate terms for planning transit services. Their plans for future development in the area that your system serves will provide important clues about where residences, workplaces, and other activities of your future clients may be located. Expanding service to the developing areas should be added to your list of future needs. Any other changes that will be required to make the service expansion possible should be added to your list.

Social service agencies are another type of organization with plans that may affect your system. Many have clients with needs for transportation to and from locations where the agencies provide their various services. Some of these agencies may currently provide transportation for their clients. Several federal programs of assistance to people in rural areas are in operation around the country today. You may want to contact those agencies to determine which ones have clients or facilities in your service area. If you think that any of these agencies and their clients may want your system to provide transportation for them in the future, you should add them to your list.

Each focus on a particular need, and most have transportation requirements. The transit planner and the transit-operating agency can benefit by mapping locations of beneficiary residences and service-delivery facilities using GIS software. Once these locations are acquired and plotted on a map using GIS, the transportation need can be easily visualized in operating terms.

The transit planner can use this same approach to plot the ends of trips for other purposes. These purposes include journeys to work, shopping, recreation, church and meetings, and also trips to clinics and other social services for persons who are not beneficiaries of social service agencies. One end is usually the residence of the trip-taker, while the other is the location of the activity. When the frequency and timing of the trips are added to the GIS database, the demand for transportation is visually presented in a form that directly supports transit service planning and transit operations.

The accompanying Transit ITS Resources contain lists of federal and state agencies as well as other organizations with potential needs for rural transit. The Community Transportation Association of America (CTAA) has an annually updated resource that offers more program details and contacts, particularly at the regional (multi-state) and state levels.3

Keep in mind that your system is part of a larger community. Other agencies and organizations could impact your system’s direction in future years.

3The CTAA publishes an annual guide that consists of a directory of federal funding resources along with federal, state and regional contacts. The “Resource Guide 2000” may be obtained by contacting the CTAA National Transit Resource Center at 1-800-527-8279 or emailing resources@ctaa.org. The CTAA is also on the web at www.ctaa.org.
2.2.3 Analyze Current Business Processes

The third facet of needs identification is to scrutinize the business processes performed by your agency. These include business functions such as billing, cash management, procurement, payroll, personnel records, and training. Cost-reduction opportunities may not always be obvious, yet business processes and the functions they encompass can be inefficient. Benchmarking, that is comparing the performance of your system with that of other systems, based on the prior experience of the managers or other staff members may be helpful. This requires an uncompromising look at how each process is organized and the resources that are being used to accomplish it.

Business Process Analysis – An Example

Identify activities that appear to take too much staff time and/or cost to accomplish. Are the tasks involved unnecessarily complex or circuitous? Are the tasks redundant or just plain unnecessary? Any suspect process should be documented on an action chart. Figure 1 shows an example process action chart. Something similar can be done with pencil and paper.

To prepare a useful process action chart:

- Ensure that all actions are included in the process.
- Provide the time sequence and the flow of action in the process.
- Show the time required to perform each action.
- Indicate the level of expertise required to perform each action.

After you have prepared the process action chart, ask the following questions for each action:

- Is this action needed?
- Is the action flow unnecessarily circuitous or redundant?
- Can the required actions be simplified or eliminated?
- Can the time required to perform the action be reduced?
- Can the level of expertise be reduced?
Figure 1: Process Action Chart*

**MANUAL**

**AUTOMATED**

**Patron Calls Booking:**
gives name(s); pick-up address and time; destination; type payment

**Billing Clerk Sends Bills to Agencies, Firms and Individuals:**
name(s), date, and charge by trip; total bill for period

**Booking Clerk Records:**
name(s); pick-up address and time; destination; type payment

**Billing Clerk Records:**
Bill for run to proper client, agency, firm, or individual

**Booking Clerk Transmits to Dispatcher and to Billing Clerk:**
name(s); pick-up address, destination; type payment

**Dispatcher Checks Type Payment; if Required, Reports to Billing Clerk:**
Completion of run

**Booking Clerk Records and Electronically Files:**
name(s); pick-up address & time; destination; type payment

**Booking Clerk Commands Electronic Files to Make and Send Out Bills**

**Drivers Send Run Completion Reports to Electronic File**

**Electronic File:**
stores name(s); pick-up address & time; destination; type payment; record of completion

**Drivers Get Runs from Electronic File**

**Dispatcher Gets Reservations from Electronic File, Creates Runs, Sends Runs Back to File Monitors Runs on File**

* see key on next page
Figure 1 depicts a demand-responsive transit service process chart for billing fares. It compares a manual system with an automated system. Note that it includes all the actors and their related actions. Fares can be billed to the rider’s sponsoring social service agency or employer. They can also be billed to the individual riders or paid into a farebox by the riders as they board the vehicle. The time line is more or less U-shaped for both the Manual and Automated cases, moving through the process down the left-hand column and back up the right-hand one.

Figure 1 shows the changes in the actions required of the booking clerk, the dispatcher, the driver, and the billing clerk due to the installation of transit operations software.

The impacts on resources required to perform booking, billing, and dispatch can be estimated by comparing the manual and automated processes shown in Figure 1. First, a personal computer (PC) equipped with the booking, billing, and dispatch software is required for the Automated version. A significant amount of training is needed for the staff members who will be working with the new electronic capabilities.

The Booking Clerk’s duties change from taking orders for service and transmitting them manually to the Dispatcher and Billing Clerk to taking orders for service and entering them directly into the electronic file at the time of the call. This reduces the human resource requirement by 50% or more.

Under the manual system, the Billing Clerk takes the billing and run completion information from the Booking Clerk and Dispatcher, respectively, enters billing information in a billing ledger, and prepares and sends out bills. With the automated system, the tasks are simplified to commanding the computer to send out the bills once each billing period. The human resource requirement is reduced by 99%, or is essentially eliminated.

The Dispatcher’s original tasks included taking trips from the Booking Clerk, preparing runs and delivering them to the drivers, followed by taking reports on run completion and forwarding them to the Billing Clerk. With the new electronic capabilities, the Dispatcher’s duties include preparing runs by working with the electronic file and run-development software.

The Dispatcher’s requirement is comparable in terms of time spent, but the opportunity to improve driver and vehicle productivity within the same amount of time is greatly increased.

Drivers can now get their runs and any updates by direct communication with the electronic files. Their time, along with that of their vehicles, can now be used more efficiently, thus impacting performance measures such as passenger-miles per vehicle-hour.

Similar analyses can be performed on the other business functions of a rural transit operation such as cash management, procurement, payroll, personnel records, and training.

Interagency Cost Comparisons
Another form of benchmarking business practices is to compare performance and cost statistics of similarly sized systems. FTA, APTA, and CTAA maintain these statistics at the national level.
Many state DOTs maintain them for the rural transit operations in their state. Operating information can be shared directly with other systems as long as definitions of items being compared are consistent.

**Statistics**

Statistics that deserve examination and comparison when pursuing cost savings include the following:

- cost per passenger
- cost per passenger-mile
- cost per vehicle-mile
- vehicle maintenance costs
- vehicle maintenance costs per vehicle-mile
- billing costs
- cost per bill
- total purchase costs
- purchase cost per purchase
- cost per employee
- booking process costs
- booking process costs per booking
- dispatching costs
- dispatching cost per vehicle-trip (route-based service)
- dispatching cost per person-trip (demand-based service)

Comparison of these costs with those of other rural transit systems can reveal the parts of your system that should be examined for cost-reduction opportunities.

**2.3 One Manager's Approach to Identifying Transit System Needs**

To illustrate, the process for estimating the potential for Transit ITS applications in a rural transit agency, we have included the following illustrative example based on the composite experience of several managers interviewed for this report. The example agency and manager are fictitious, but the situations are not. They include both best practices and lessons learned.

Our fictitious agency is Edgar County Rural Transit (ECRT) located in the northwestern quadrant of a midwestern state. The county contains about 800 square miles and has a population of about 90,000. While its main industry is agriculture, the County Seat, with a population of 40,300, has several small to mid-sized manufacturing plants that draw employees from the entire county. It also has the only full-service hospital in the county. A smaller town of 13,000 people has two clinics that serve its portion of the county in addition to a portion of two neighboring counties.

Tim Stark is the manager of ECRT. He is in his mid-forties, a college graduate, and has worked for social service agencies throughout his entire career. For five years, he has been in charge of various forms of person transportation, at least part-time. Just ten months ago, it became his full-time responsibility.

ECRT has thirty 21-passenger buses and ten 15-passenger vans. All are equipped with lifts. The operation is a combination of fixed routes and demand-responsive services. The staff includes drivers, dispatchers, mechanics, and administrative personnel.
Recently, the State DOT received a grant from the FTA for the development of new ITS capabilities for rural transit. The DOT has asked interested county transit agencies to prepare a plan to substantiate funding for new hardware and software to improve the operation of their systems. The first step was to examine the needs of the system that might be candidates for the new technology. Tim followed the advice of DOT staff and used the three-level approach.

Assess the Existing System
When Tim became manager ten months ago, he started keeping a notebook of observations of the system and its operation. He included “to do” notes to himself as well as questions to ask staff members, task deadlines, and various service and administrative problems that he needed to address. He used these notes to make a list of the problems that still existed in the operation at that time. He then sat down in turn with the dispatchers, drivers, mechanics, and administrative staff, respectively, to listen to their suggestions regarding what the system needed. Tim also examined the files on customer complaints and suggestions. Tim discussed the issue with his contact on the Edgar County Board of Supervisors who supported his efforts and offered Tim an idea or two.

Next, Tim put all the suggested needs into one annotated list and gave them an initial rank from most urgent to least important. He based the ranking on his consideration of all the evidence that he had received. Here are the top eight ranked needs of ECRT’s existing system resulting from a first level evaluation:

1. More reliable communication between dispatchers and drivers, especially when changes or glitches arise in the schedule.
2. Maintenance priority setting and management together with more effective vehicle trouble reporting.
4. Reduction of errors and delays in billing subscription riders.
5. Safer and more efficient routing on and across major highways.
6. Reduction of missed pick-ups and stops.
8. Improved dispatcher workplace.

Tim recognized that the needs identified for the existing system could be met with Transit ITS applications. He realized, however, that decisions made about new hardware depend on the requirements of the software. What is more, he realized that decisions made regarding both hardware and software depend on how the system’s needs might be expected to evolve in the future. Consequently, he extended the need identification process to the Second Level - Predicting Future Needs.
Predict Future Needs

After talking with his contacts at the DOT and the County Board of Supervisors, Tim decided to focus on how ECRT might develop over the next five years thus adopting a five-year horizon for the Transit ITS plan. In reaching this decision, he noted that computer hardware and software capabilities have evolved rapidly. He expects that Transit ITS capabilities will change similarly as quickly. He also observed that the population of the county is aging so that incomes will likely increase. Tim was aware that new government programs could substantially increase the demand for rural transit. Due to the uncertainty associated with these factors, he did not want to base any decisions on what technology to acquire by looking too far into the future.

During his first few months as manager, Tim had recorded in his notebook the results of several conversations that he had with local citizens and other transportation professionals about the future of ECRT. Those discussions confirmed the selection of the five-year planning horizon. Tim’s notes also reminded him that he had talked with his DOT contact and fellow rural transit managers in the Community Transit Association of America (CTAA) concerning Transit ITS applications. He had spoken with these people regarding what others systems were already doing with Transit ITS and its impacts on their operations. In particular, Tim noted the use of mobile data terminals (MDTs) on vans and buses to improve communication and flow of digital information among dispatchers, drivers/vehicles, and riders. As well, he remembered his interests in automatic vehicle location systems (AVL) and Smart Cards.

Tim also remembered his visit with the planning staff at the Northwest Regional Planning Agency (NWRPA), which includes Edgar County in its area of responsibility. He now went back to them to obtain more information about the 5-year forecasts of activities and land use. He learned that one of the clinics not in the County Seat was expected to be purchased by the hospital. As a result, its services would be transferred to the County Seat in about two years. The planning staff also told him that developers had been looking at various sites around the county to build a large retirement community. Both projects could have significant effects on the demand for rural transit in Edgar County and needed to be included in the estimate of future transit needs. Tim also found assistance to estimate future demographics and economic base of Edgar County that could impact the needs of ECRT.

On the CTAA web site, Tim found contact information about the several state and federal social services agencies that need transportation for their clients in rural areas. ECRT was already providing transportation for the clients of the State Agency for Assistance to the Elderly and Handicapped. He and his staff had been working with them to eliminate billing errors caused by both agencies. Tim called the offices of several other state and federal agencies to ascertain their plans. He went to the state capital to visit two agencies that were recommended to him by his state DOT contact as being interested in the possibilities of using public transit to serve their clients in Edgar County.

As a result of the second level look at the future, Tim was able to add the following items to his list of needs that could evolve over the next five years:

9. More accurate location of existing and potential rider origins and destinations as well as real-time vehicle location.

10. Improved communication with riders and client agencies.

11. Means for drivers to immediately notify the dispatcher of emergencies.

12. Improved fare collection and management.
Envisioning better communications with client agencies and improved fare collection and management, Tim decided to take a more rigorous look at ECRT’s business processes. From what he had learned from the Internet and other Transit ITS technology resources, it appeared that greater improvements could be made than he originally thought.

**Analyze Current Business Processes**

Tim and his administrative staff decided that before they engaged in a time-consuming assessment of their business processes, they should check their performance against that of other rural transit systems. From the state DOT and CTAA, they were able to obtain measures of operating performance from other rural transit systems to benchmark against their own.

First, they determined the types of quantitative information that was available on their system and other rural transit systems. As a result, they decided to base the comparison on the following measures:

- administrative cost per passenger
- administrative cost per passenger-mile
- administrative cost per vehicle-mile
- billing cost per invoice
- purchasing cost per purchase
- administrative cost per employee
- booking process costs per booking
- dispatching cost per vehicle-trip (route-based service)
- dispatching cost per person-trip (demand-based service)

They found that ECRT’s costs were generally higher, more expensive, than those of most systems of similar size and environment, especially when wage rates were equalized. As a check, they compared their performance in billing, purchasing, and booking using labor hours instead of dollar cost. The comparisons were similar.

As a result of the benchmarking, Tim and his staff decided to take a more detailed look at their business processes comprised of accounting, billing, reporting, personnel records management, purchasing, booking, and dispatching. They charted each process carefully and estimated average performance times for each task in labor hours per document processed. As soon as they began charting, before assigning performance times, they realized that some of their processes contained a great deal of unnecessary or poorly organized tasks.

Based on implementing this three-step process, Tim and his staff redesigned or eliminated tasks within the accounting, billing, and purchasing processes. While improvements were made with the redesign, they are now considering new off-the-shelf software (OTS) for these processes as well as for personnel management.
Once the needs of a system are identified, the next step is becoming aware of and understanding the available Transit ITS technologies and applications. It is important to recognize that not all of the applications presently available will be applicable to all transit systems. As described in the previous section, each system manager must be aware of the needs of his or her system to determine the best technical solution. At this stage, he or she must have access to sufficient knowledge and understanding of ITS applications to be able to determine which ones are appropriate for his or her system.

### 3.1 What Can Transit ITS Technologies Do?

The most important facts about the new computer-based tools are just what functions they perform. The following list shows the major Transit ITS technologies grouped by function:

- **Accounting Software**
  Electronically processes, stores, tracks, and reports standard accounting data.

- **Automatic Passenger Counters**
  Collect data on passenger boarding and alighting by time and location. This information can be used to increase the overall operating efficiency through better service planning.

- **Automatic Vehicle Location Systems (AVL)**
  Measure real-time positions of vehicles using onboard computers and a positioning system (such as global positioning system, signpost, or dead reckoning) and relay the information to a central location.

---

• **Communications**
  Provides voice and/or digital communication among vehicles and base stations. Both radio and cell systems are available.

• **Customized Spreadsheet and Databases**
  Store, manipulate, and report on clients, trips, schedules, bookings, runs, and other business and operations information.

• **Demand-Responsive Transit Software – Automated**
  Expedites call taking; automatically schedules trips and routes vehicles; collects and maintains client service and vehicle data; and generates standard and customized reports.

• **Demand-Responsive Transit Software - Computer-Assisted**
  Expedites call taking; prepares driver manifests; collects and maintains client, service, and vehicle data; and generates standard and customized reports.

• **Electronic Payment Systems**
  Allows travelers to pay for transportation services with electronic cards or tags. One goal of ITS is to provide travelers with a common electronic payment medium for all transportation modes and functions. This includes automated fare payment systems such as Smart Cards, bar codes, and magnetic stripe cards.

• **Geographic Information Systems (GIS)**
  Computerized database management system in which databases are related to one another using a common set of location coordinates. GIS is used to display fleet and route data on a display map. It has been used in the “Welfare-to Work” programs to locate and match a potential employer and welfare recipient.

• **Internet Web Site**
  Allows personal computer users to easily exchange or display transit service information such as trip requests, route schedules and maps.

• **Maintenance Software**
  Electronically processes, stores, and reports detailed vehicle maintenance and repair data, including parts and supplies inventories.

• **Silent Alarm System**
  Allows a vehicle operator to trip an inconspicuous on-board switch to alert base station of an accident, crime, medical, or other emergency.

• **Mobile Data Terminal**
  Serves as the information link between control center and driver to relay relevant information such as dispatch, trip, route, and rider data. This can be a hand-held personal electronic device such as a Palm Pilot.

• **Palmtop Electronic Manifest Device**
  Electronically stores and updates vehicle schedules (e.g., driver manifests) and provides capabilities similar to mobile data terminals.

• **Personnel Management Software**
  Processes, stores, tracks, and reports detailed payroll benefits, hours worked, and personnel information.

• **Signal Priority**
  Holds a traffic signal at green so that a particular vehicle may pass through the intersection more quickly.

• **Transit Operations Software**
  Automates, streamlines, and integrates many transit functions and modes, including computer-aided scheduling and dispatching, service monitoring, route planning, supervisory control and data acquisition.

• **Traveler Information Systems**
  When applied to rural transit, traveler information can take many forms, including pre-trip information, in-vehicle information, and in-terminal/wayside information. Examples are automated trip itineraries, in-vehicle annunciators, variable message signs and monitors, and interactive information kiosks.
The transit manager should understand the function of each technology on the preceding list. Visits to other transit systems with Transit ITS applications in operation can be highly enlightening. Perhaps most important is to see where each technology fits within the business processes, maintenance, or transportation operations of a transit system.

The answers to the following four questions essentially define the function of each technology:

- What data goes into it?
- What does it do with or to the data?
- What information does it provide?
- How is the information provided useful?

Once the manager can answer these questions, he or she can determine the implications of this array of technologies to his or her system. Searching out those implications is the subject of the next section.

3.2 Sorting Out the Implications

3.2.1 Software and Hardware

Each Transit ITS technology can be applied to meet one or more needs of a transit system. There are a number of suppliers of software for every tool. Some suppliers have ready-made, off-the-shelf (OTS) software. OTS software can usually be purchased and readily installed by people familiar with computers. Other tools for a particular system or particular group of systems must be built on a custom basis by software developers.

At this stage, the system manager should know the rough cost of purchasing, installing, activating, maintaining, and upgrading new software or hardware. He or she can then compare this cost to available resources to determine whether or not it is affordable. If it is not, he or she should probably set it aside as an option or he or she should search for additional resources to make its acquisition possible.

Before making a choice of either OTS or the custom software, it is essential to understand the implications that it will have for your system. In order for the new software to operate properly and produce its promised benefits, the transit system manager must be aware of the changes required in the entire system. These changes will encompass business processes, staff skills and training, job requirements, computers and related hardware, and all of the applicable costs, including maintenance contracts. The system manager should know the nature and magnitude of the expected benefits as well. At this point, the computer-literate individual who has all the capabilities described in the following section becomes important.
3.2.2 New Capabilities and Skills Needed

Every rural transit agency contemplating the acquisition and use of new technology needs access to someone who is computer literate. This person needs to be familiar with the structure and operation of computer systems, should be sympathetic to the agency’s goals and be readily available to the agency manager. The rural transit managers that we have interviewed feel that the time commitment required of someone with these capabilities is somewhere between half-time and full-time during the planning, installation, and system-testing processes. Of course, the time commitment depends upon the size of the system and the number and type of applications being implemented. This person needs to be readily available until all systems are up and running essentially error-free. Liaison with hardware and software vendors is one of the main functions performed by this person.

There is also a need for another person who has worked with and is familiar with computers, but not necessarily with computer systems. By “familiar”, we mean capable of installing common software packages on PCs, setting up hardware such as PCs and printers, and fixing routine software and hardware glitches. This individual can be an existing employee. He or she should be readily available to the staff that is using the new computer-based systems. A seemingly small problem can seriously impair system operations if there is no one available who can fix it in a timely manner. The overall time requirement for this function is probably half time or less, depending on system size and condition. It is most critical that this person be on-site when needed.

The need for outside help will diminish as the staff assimilates the new capabilities and gains the required new skills.

3.2.3 Sources of New Capabilities and Skills

The first place to look for new skills is among the managers and staff of the rural transit-operating agency itself. Some rural transit operations are housed in an agency that performs other functions. These closely allied organizations can be the source of the needed skills and capabilities if they can be responsive enough to transit needs. This includes formally allocating the needed time of a staff person on a daily basis. In short, it should be part of the person’s job description.

The next source of help is another rural transit agency. Someone who has just been through this kind of assignment can be the best outside talent. Such help should be obtained on a full-time basis either as a new-hire or a loan. Any lesser type of commitment runs the risk of the individual not being available when most urgently needed.

An urban transit organization or a state agency with a transportation-related mission might also be the source of needed talent. Candidates should have had relatively recent experience that exemplifies the kind of computer-knowledge required by your organization.

A qualified person on loan can also serve as the trainer to upgrade the computer-related capabilities of existing staff. The training should be done, if possible, at the transit agency employing the trainee or trainees.
It may also be possible for a transit manager to work closely with a qualified, computer-literate person currently employed at a transportation-related state agency to upgrade his or her knowledge. This should be done at the manager’s agency with some formal commitment of time on both sides. To work, the success of the effort has to be important to both individuals.

A determination of needed resources must be followed by efforts to obtain them within the allowable limits of affordability. The planning effort itself should not begin until resources, both financial and human, but especially the human, are secured.

The need for the system manager to have computer-literate expertise at his or her elbow to sort out the implications of the new technology for system operations cannot be overemphasized.

The manager needs to have rational and reasonable expectations of what affordable computer-based technology can do for his or her organization.

3.3 One Manager’s Approach to Identifying the Available Technologies

To illustrate the process for identifying available technologies, we continue with the experiences of our hypothetical Edgar County Rural Transit (ECRT) system and its manager, Tim Stark. While the location and individuals are fictitious, the situations represented in this example are based on the experience of several managers interviewed for this report.

Tim Stark, Manager of Edgar County Rural Transit (ECRT), has used a personal computer (PC) in his work for about 8 years. He has been using e-mail for over 2 years and occasionally surfs the web for news, weather forecasts, and information from various web sites including the FTA’s and the state DOT’s. In his prior job, he served on a committee overseeing the development and installation of a new database management system containing essential information on his agency’s clients. Tim has never been responsible for a project involving conversion of a manual function to an automated computer operation. In short, he is a user of computer systems, but has never been a systems developer to any significant extent.

Consequently, Tim feels he needs some education about the computer-based tools that are potentially available to improve the operations of ECRT. A branch of the state university is located just 30 miles from the County Seat of Edgar County where his office is located. He called the Dean’s Office of the Business School and made an appointment to see the Associate Dean. The Dean reported that the Business School does have courses in business information systems, but he felt that Tim’s need was broader, deeper and more urgent than a single course could meet. He introduced Tim to Fred Posner, an Associate Professor in the School’s Computer Systems Department. In addition to his academic credentials, Fred was on the board of a community social service agency located near the university campus.

Tim and Fred went over both the list of needs that Tim and his staff had developed for ECRT, and the list of potential improvement tools that he had obtained from his contact at the state DOT. Tim and Fred agreed that finding the right solution or group of solutions was not an easy task. Tim asked Fred for ideas about the kind of assistance that he should get. Fred said that he would be glad to
advise Tim from time to time, but that he did not have the kind of time required. He recommended one of his brighter graduate students and a recent Master’s degree recipient who was in the process of making a career change.

The next day Tim contacted both people recommended by Fred. They were equally familiar with all of the applications on the tools list, at least in their basic forms. The recent graduate was looking for a full-time position, and Tim did not have the budget to support him for this purpose. The graduate student was available either to work as a part-time employee or to conduct the necessary research and analysis for credit at the university. Fred also considered hiring an individual on loan from another county transit agency in the state. This individual had recently participated in a Transit ITS development project there. In the end, Tim was able to obtain this individual on loan for the duration of the project.

Tim based his choice on several factors. The first was that the recent graduate, while quite competent, had fairly high salary expectations. Also, Tim was not sure just how the individual would fit into ECRT over the long term. Tim was concerned that the graduate student had too many obligations and might not be available when needed most. The experience, cost, availability, and longer-term disposition of the person from the other transit agency seemed to fit ECRT’s requirements. This individual, Mary Koppel, proved capable of filling in when needed in both operating and administrative capacities, in addition to carrying the ball on this project during her tenure at ECRT.

Mary had been Assistant Computer Systems Manager with the Calhoun County Vocational Rehabilitation Agency for five years when Calhoun County Rural Transit (CCRT) was created and put under its wing. That was about three years ago. Two years ago she went to CCRT to lead the upgrading of its systems. At that time, she became familiar with transit operations and administration, as well as with some of the applications on Tim’s tool list.

At ECRT, Mary worked directly for Tim. She arranged for each of them, at separate times, to work with the staffs at CCRT and at another county rural transit agency in the state. They learned about the data requirements, operations, outputs, and costs, both initial and ongoing, of each Transit ITS application on their list. They also learned of the difficulties that the other two counties had experienced in their Transit ITS efforts, as well as with various vendors. She also obtained publications that she had found helpful in the past as well as some more recent ones from the State DOT. She also visited the FTA, FHWA, APTA, TCRP, and CTAA web sites, among others, to obtain additional information. All this was accomplished in her first few weeks on the job.

In the meantime, Tim formed a Technology Task Force, made up of himself, Mary, and one individual from each part of the ECRT staff. Dispatchers, drivers, mechanics, and administrative staff were represented. The Task Force would serve to advise Tim and Mary during the ITS planning and implementation process. The Task Force along with Mary and Tim discussed the material that Mary had gathered in order to select the most appropriate new technologies to implement.

The Task Force also decided to ask Tim’s contacts on the County Board of Supervisors and at the state DOT, as well as Professor Fred Posner, to serve as advisors during the planning process. All three accepted. At Mary’s suggestion, Tim invited the Executive Director of the Northwest Regional Planning Agency, NWRPA, to provide a representative. The Executive Director selected the agency’s chief transportation planner to represent it on the Task Force.

They were now ready to begin the process of planning the implementation.
Learn from the experience of others. What tools and/or vendors have helped to achieve the desired results?
4.1 Key Considerations

Having identified your transit system needs and the ITS technologies and applications available to address those needs, you can now decide what combination of Transit ITS applications is appropriate for your system.

There are several ways to evaluate and decide which application is the best match for a given need. Best Practices in Rural Transit ITS, the companion report to this guide, provides guidance from rural transit operators throughout the United States. The following suggestions are taken from that report. (The report contains more detail on each one.):

- Use local colleges or universities to get help and learn.
- Interview other transit systems.
- Learn from urban transit systems.
- Learn from other, similar industries such as local trucking and package delivery firms.
- Have a GIS specialist at hand before comparing alternative tools or solutions.
- Be aware that Transit ITS is not a stand-alone system. It must be integrated into transit system operations and business processes.
- Understand what resources are available in your local area.
- Identify existing infrastructure that could be useful.
- Secure a project manager with the right expertise and capabilities.
- Select a system that you can build on.
- Determine the level of finances allocated for your various activities such as planning, purchase of equipment, and training.
4.2 Availability of Financial Resources

*Resource availability is often the key limiting factor for rural transit systems.*

Any planning effort that does not start with identifying financial resources risks making its findings irrelevant. It is just as imprudent to underestimate your resources as to overestimate them. To err on the conservative side by ignoring sources of available funds, valuable knowledge and technical assistance, or potential alliance partners, limits the ability of a system to make highly beneficial technological improvements. On the other hand, setting your goals too high can lead to unnecessarily expensive planning efforts. It can produce expensive plans that cannot be implemented, in addition to widespread disappointment.

Funding for both the capital and operating expenses of rural transit systems is available at federal, state, and local levels. The critical factor with any transit-funding program is whether or not it covers expenditures on computer hardware and software, technology consultants, and training. When investigating new potential sources of funding, it is also important, of course, to determine the relevant requirements of each potential funding program. The eligibility of expenses may be limited, for example, by type, amount, or share.

*Explore federal, state and local funding opportunities.*

---

**Funding sources authorized by the Federal Transit Act are described below:**

**Section 5307**  
Authorizes grants to public transit systems in all urban areas. Funds authorized through Section 5307 are awarded to states to provide capital and operating assistance to transit systems in urban areas with populations between 50,000 and 200,000. Transit systems in urban areas with populations greater than 200,000 receive their funds directly from FTA.

**Section 5309**  
Authorizes discretionary grants to public transit agencies for capital projects such as buses, bus facilities and rail projects.

**Section 5310**  
Authorizes capital assistance to states for transportation programs that serve the elderly and people with disabilities. States distribute Section 5310 funds to local operators in both rural and urban settings, who are either nonprofit organizations or the lead agencies in coordinated transportation programs.

**Section 5311**  
Authorizes capital and operating assistance grants to public transit systems in rural areas with populations of less than 50,000.
In addition, FTA’s Rural Transit Assistance Program (RTAP) offers training materials, technical assistance and other support services for rural transit systems across the country. RTAP funds help to support the National Transit Resource Center.

Federal resources also include health management and social service agencies that offer various programs requiring transportation. The departments and sub-departmental agencies most likely to have such programs include the following:

- Department of Agriculture
- Department of Education
- Department of Health and Human Services
- Department of Housing and Urban Development
- Department of Labor
- Department of Veterans Affairs
- Administration on Developmental Disabilities
- Administration for Native Americans
- Head Start Bureau
- Office of Community Services

The U.S. Department of Agriculture also has funds available for rural transportation assistance through state Departments of Agriculture.

The accompanying Transit ITS Resources lists federal agencies with assistance programs for rural clientele that purchase transportation for their clients from rural public transit agencies. The CTAA web site, (www.ctaa.org), maintains an up-to-date list of these contacts. These federal sources and their state counterparts are also listed in Transit ITS Resources.

Another key point is to investigate the possibility of sharing costs with other organizations. The basis for sharing costs is the common use of facilities or services. Some rural transit operators in Minnesota are sharing communications facilities and AVL systems with Minnesota highway maintenance forces and the Minnesota State Police.

Our field investigations revealed that a number of different funding sources are being used around the country. For example, the Dakota County United Way in the West St. Paul, MN area funnels private contributions into rural transit. The use of in-kind services by the grantee of up to 20% of the cost is frequently seen. Section 5311 funds coming from FTA through the state DOTs are common. State and local tax funds also go to support rural transit in many states.

Consult Transit ITS Resources for federal and state funding sources.
For rural transit operators that provide subscription transportation services to clients of federal, state, or local social service agencies, it may be possible to share the costs of installing computer and Internet-based systems that lower the cost or improve the efficiency of billing and payment.

Some legwork or telephone work is necessary to identify what funds are available, and when they are distributed, for the purpose of acquiring Transit ITS capabilities. In many states the most useful initial contact for questions on fund availability is the transit assistance office of the state DOT. In the absence of such an office, a good starting point may be to contact your Regional FTA Office.

Once sources of funds are identified, determine:

- The level and timing of funding available to your system for Transit ITS system development.
- The requirements for plans and other information in order to qualify for the various sources of funding.

You must, of course, know the availability of funds in order to choose new applications of Transit ITS technology that meet the needs of your transit system.

4.3 Identifying Alternative Solutions for Each Need

Table 1 shows alternative solutions from the list for each of twelve generic transit system needs. There are several solutions for each generic need, because the actual needs of different transit systems can vary substantially. Transit systems vary by not only size, but organization, nature of their clientele, load factors, distances over which they operate, type of terrain in which they operate, and climate in which they operate, to name a few. A more extensive version of Table 1 can be found in the Transit ITS Guidebook recently produced by the Transit Cooperative Research Program.

The column headed “Applications” shows the presumed relevance of the solution to the stated need. You can develop your solution, or set of solutions, for each of the needs that you identify. Table 1 shows one way to organize this information that will facilitate finding the preferred solution.

It appears that the choice can be made just by inspection of the information shown in Table 1. In most instances it is possible to eliminate several alternatives for each need just by inspection. In fact, it is not necessary to even consider all those shown in Table 1. Not every alternative applies to each rural transit system. However, more information on the consequences of a choice, such as cost, required skills, and some measure of benefit, can make the final choice more apparent by comparison of the remaining alternatives.

Explore the possibility of cost sharing with other organizations

---

1TCRP Project B-17, op. cit., Tables 2.1 through 2.12, pp. 20-31.
2Ibid.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>More Accurate, Easier Reporting and Record Keeping</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More Efficient Service Coordination</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safer, More, Accurate Cash Handling</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improved Operations, Staff Performance, and Productivity</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More Effective Maintenance Tracking</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clearer Communications</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More Effective Dispatching</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faster, More Efficient Trip Request Processing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improved Scheduling Productivity</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improved Service Quality</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greater Safety</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More Accessible, More Useful Customer Information</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.4 Estimating Impacts

Estimating the impacts, or consequences, of possible choices greatly eases the task of deciding what to do. Up front, you can decide which set of consequences is most important to your choice. We suggest a few of them here.\(^7\)

Table 2 illustrates some of the impacts that may be important to rural transit systems. The set that you select should bear some direct relation to the goal you set for the Transit ITS applications that you are comparing and choosing. If your goal is to increase the effectiveness and the efficiency of your rural transit system, the impacts that you select should measure effectiveness and efficiency of the application in question.

TABLE 2: Impacts of Transit ITS Applications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COSTS</th>
<th>BENEFITS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Purchase Price</td>
<td>Capacity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance</td>
<td>Reliability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating</td>
<td>Recoverability*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff Training</td>
<td>Increased performance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Recoverability is the relative accessibility of information after it has been obtained and stored.

4.4.1 Costs

Cost impacts measure the expenses that must be incurred to obtain the benefits of the Transit ITS application that you are assessing. The costs included here are Capital, Maintenance, and Operating.

**Capital Costs** includes the initial purchasing price of the software or hardware involved and the cost to get them up and running, the so-called installation costs. Purchase price covers what it costs to obtain the computer software, whether it is OTS or must be developed by a software firm especially for your transit system. Purchase price also includes the cost of any new hardware you might need for the option you are costing, from general-purpose personal computers to Smart Card readers or mobile data terminals. Be sure to include the installation costs for all hardware and software.

**Maintenance costs** include just what you estimate it will cost to keep the new software and hardware up and running. If any bugs turn up in the software, what will it cost you to get it fixed? If a personal computer, mobile data terminal or card reader needs to be repaired, what will it cost? These costs can vary greatly among alternative pieces of software or hardware that do essentially the same job. The less experience there has been with any given piece of software or hardware, the more difficult it is to get a reliable estimate of these costs. The best sources of maintenance cost estimates are people who have been using the item in question for at least several months in essentially the same environment as you intend to use it. There are user groups, both formal and informal, that can provide good maintenance cost estimates. Your contacts at CTAA or the state DOT or FTA can put you in touch with some of them. Vendor estimates are not always reliable, because the information that they have may be for an entirely different environment than yours. Also, the product they offer may be too new to have an adequate maintenance history. Great care is needed to get reliable estimates of electronic hardware and software maintenance costs.

\(^7\)Further information on the benefits of ITS applications is contained in the FTA publication, *Benefits Assessment of Advanced Public Transportation System Technologies– Update 2000*, listed in the Bibliography in Appendix C.
Operating costs includes Staff training as its the primary component. The level of complexity varies among different versions of computer hardware and software. Consequently, the cost of making staff members competent users of new systems, and keeping them that way, also varies. Both staff turnover and the release of new versions of the software, and sometimes of the hardware, add to this cost. It is important to recognize this cost and to account for it. The cost of staff training reflects the relative user-friendliness of the different systems. The training cost should include both classroom and on-the-job (OJT) training. Once again, the most reliable source of this information is another rural transit system that has a significant amount of experience with the software or hardware involved. Additional components of Operating Costs may include differences in electricity use from the local electrical utility or from increased consumption of batteries.

4.4.2 Benefits

Benefits are defined here as the improvements in system performance with new hardware or software in place compared to performance without that software or hardware.

Benefits can be described in terms of Capacity, Reliability or Recoverability.

Capacity refers primarily to the amount of work that can be done in a given amount of time or the time it takes to do a particular amount of work. For example, an Automatic Vehicle Location (AVL) system might increase the capacity of the dispatcher to schedule pick-ups from fifteen to twenty per hour. In this instance, the average time to schedule a pick-up goes from four minutes to three. The use of AVL might also increase the average number of pick-ups per vehicle-hour from twelve to fifteen.

Reliability is the benefit achieved through the reduction of errors. Automatic passenger counters typically reduce errors in counting. Errors per 100 passengers could go from ten to less than one, for example. Smart Cards reduce billing errors substantially. New accounting software together with customized spreadsheets and databases greatly increase the reliability of the data stored and developed. Transit system operations efficiency increases through improved reliability of the information that these applications provide.

Recoverability is an important benefit of Transit ITS applications. Information kept on paper is subject to misplacement or loss and can be difficult to find at times. It is also cumbersome to obtain needed data from paper files for data analysis. Electronic data systems increase the accessibility, availability, and, therefore, the recoverability of data and information. It directly impacts the efficiency and effectiveness of transit system operation.

The estimation and comparison of the impacts of each option is very important when choosing Transit ITS applications. The next section covers the use of impact estimates to make choices.
4.5 Making Your Selection

4.5.1 Focus on Your Goal
Whatever you have determined your goal to be, your choice of Transit ITS application(s) should make the best possible contribution to achieving it, subject to financial and other operating constraints. This may not be as easy as it sounds if your goal has more than one dimension to it. For example, your goal for Transit ITS may be to increase the effectiveness and the efficiency of your system. These two separate dimensions, effectiveness and efficiency, may require making a trade-off between two Transit ITS options. One option may provide the most additional effectiveness to the system and the other, the greatest increase in efficiency. Some form of compromise between effectiveness and efficiency, as they would accrue to the choice of one or the other option, must be made.

Focusing on a goal also requires that you determine how the impacts that you estimate will contribute to the achievement of that goal. It disciplines the comparison process and requires a causal chain between the impacts and the goal. You can also show the degree to which a certain level of a given impact contributes to the goal. For example, if you can apply monetary values to all the benefits and costs on a common time scale, you can obtain a monetary estimate of the degree to which the various alternatives contribute to the goal.8

Perhaps it is most important to be able to reason plausibly that your measurement of the impacts of alternative Transit ITS applications indicates which one best contributes to your goal. The staff and governing body of your system, as well as yourself, need to be convinced. Not every impact or reason needs to be “monetized”. You merely need to be able to distinguish between the two alternatives relative to their net contributions to your goal. Some of the training courses at NTI and in the FTA-FHWA Professional Capacity Building (PCB) Program teach students how to conduct these analyses.9

4.5.2 Examine Your Priority of Needs
As you proceed, you need to ask yourself if the priority of needs that you developed before looking at the Transit ITS applications in depth is still valid. Are the needs ranked in some sort of a priority consideration of the relative contribution to meeting your goal with the new applications? If not, you may want to consider re-ranking them in terms of the estimated impacts of those applications under consideration at this stage.

Now, you should have an idea of the funding that you have available. As you estimate the impacts of the alternative ways of meeting the needs, you will be able to estimate the costs of meeting each successive need. Comparing available funding with expected costs will enable you to determine just how many of the needs you can meet now and in the future. Those needs that cannot be met will have to wait for further funding.

At the end of this step, you will have estimated the impacts of all the reasonable alternatives for meeting each need within the expected level of funding. Then, you are ready to make the comparisons and choose the preferred alternative for meeting each need that you can fund.

---


9One example is the NTI course entitled, “ITS for Transit: Solving Real Problems.”
4.5.3 *Compare the Preferred Alternatives*

Beginning with the highest priority need, you now have the necessary information to choose among the two or more alternative ways of meeting it. Of course, if you are sure that there is only one way, then no comparison of alternatives is required. However, this is rarely the case. Not only are there different applications, there are also different vendors for the same application. Each vendor’s solution varies to some degree from the others, in aspects such as functionality, cost, or time to deliver and install.

Our goal is to improve our quality of service and the efficiency of our operations. We have selected electronic payment systems as the Transit ITS solution to meet our need. The analysis includes some of the impacts that may be important to rural transit systems as outlined in Table 2, page 25. For the purpose of this illustration, we will use both the incremental benefit-cost and net present value methods to make the comparison. Our example system includes a fleet of 20 vehicles and a 20-person staff. Table 3 illustrates a comparison of alternatives.

Table 3: Sample Comparison of Alternative Ways to Meet a Priority Need

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IMPACTS</th>
<th>ALTERNATIVES</th>
<th>RANKINGS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purchase Price</td>
<td>$34,000</td>
<td>$34,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance</td>
<td>9,500</td>
<td>11,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training</td>
<td>+ 30,000</td>
<td>+ 26,100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>$73,500</td>
<td>$71,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benefits</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacity</td>
<td>$124,000</td>
<td>$124,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliability</td>
<td>53,000</td>
<td>53,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recoverability</td>
<td>+ 17,000</td>
<td>+ 17,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>$194,000</td>
<td>$194,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benefit/Cost (B/C)</td>
<td>2.64</td>
<td>2.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incremental B/C</td>
<td>(B&gt;A)</td>
<td>3.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ranking</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PV Benefit</td>
<td>$194,000</td>
<td>$194,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PV Cost</td>
<td>- 73,500</td>
<td>- 71,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PV Net Benefit</td>
<td>$120,500</td>
<td>$122,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ranking</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The development of the comparison is explained on the following pages. To make it easier to understand, we have put the steps of development in bullet form.

*Interpreting Table 3*

The “>” symbol can be translated in this chart as “is preferred to.” “/” means “is equivalent to.”
**ALTERNATIVE A**

*Alternative A* is an electronic payment system based on cards with magnetic strips, much like credit cards or ATM cards. Each rider would have such a card. The card can apply to a single ride or to all rides in a one- or two-year period for a given traveler. It can either be prepaid or accumulate charges for monthly payment by the rider or the agency supporting her or his transportation.

### Costs for Alternative A

**Purchase Price: $34,000 (approximately)**
- $1200 per vehicle, including installation for a total of $24,000.
- $4400 for home-base equipment plus $5500 for the software and its installation.
- The cost of the cards is less than one cent per ride.

**Maintenance Costs: $9,500**
- $2500 per year for an equipment maintenance contract, for 5-years, discount rate 10%, gives a present value of $9,500.

**Training $30,000**
- $100 per student for an initial two-day training course.
- $320 per day is the average fully loaded cost for each of the 20 employees.
- The total initial training cost has a present value of approximately $15,000.
- $4000 for annual upgrading and the training costs of new employees due to turnover.
- An equivalent initial cost for 5 years at a discount rate of 10% is $15,000.
- Initial training at a present value of $15,000 plus upgrading and new employee training at $15,000 gives a total present value of $30,000 in training costs.

### Benefits of Alternative A

**Capacity Benefits $124,000**
- Magnetic strip cards reduces dwell time per stop by an average of 20 seconds per passenger or about half-an-hour per bus per day.
- This will enable us to get another run per day out of the fleet as a whole.
- This is worth about one-fifth of a vehicle and driver per day, or about $15,000 per year.
- Over five years with a 10% discount rate, this equates to a present value of about $58,000.
- The reduction in time spent counting fare income and keeping records is the equivalent of about one clerical person per year or $25,000 per year.
- The present value of this benefit over a five-year period with a 10% discount rate is about $66,000.
- The sum of vehicle capacity and office process benefits is a present value of $58,000 plus $66,000 or $124,000.

**Reliability Benefits: $53,000**
- Correcting bookkeeping errors from cash fare collections amounts to about 15% of somebody’s time or about $4,000 per year.
- Pilferage and free rides are estimated to amount to about $10,000 a year for this system.
- This $14,000 a year in reliability benefits for five years with the discount rate at 10% has a present value of about $53,000.

**Recoverability Benefit $17,000**

The recoverability benefit of electronic fare collection derives from the more accurate and readily available information from unloading the fare information directly into the accounting system housed on a personal computer. The more accurate information eliminates the need for making estimates of fare income and billing information on the basis of imperfect data. It improves estimates of the impact of service changes on ridership and revenue as well as the potential for good management and service planning.

How, therefore, should this benefit be valued? Perhaps it is the value of the administrative and management time that no longer has to be expended making rough estimates of fare income for billing, operations management, and planning tasks. If we assume that this amounts to 3 hours a week, then the total for a year is 156 hours. At the rate of $30 per hour, this roughly totals $4,500 per year. The present value of this benefit with a discount rate of 10% over five years is about $17,000.
We can now estimate the values of the costs and benefits of Alternatives B and C by comparing them with Alternative A.

**ALTERNATIVE B**

*Alternative B* is also electronic payment system based on the magnetic strip card. Its operation is essentially the same as Alternative A. However, the classroom training is free and the maintenance requirements are somewhat more complex.

**Costs for Alternative B**

**Purchase Price** $34,000

- The purchase price of Alternative B is equal to Alternative A

**Maintenance** $11,400

- Alternative B magnetic strip system is a bit more complex than that of Alternative A. This results in a somewhat higher maintenance cost for Alternative B. The annual maintenance contract is $3,000, for a present value of approximately $11,400.

**Training Reduced by $3,900**

- The classroom training is free, which results in a reduction in training cost of $2,400 in the first year and $400 per year thereafter (with a present value of $1,500). The total present value of these reductions is $2,400 plus $1,500, or $3,900, for a net training cost of $26,100.

**Benefits of Alternative B**

The benefits of Alternative B are virtually equal to those for Alternative A.

**ALTERNATIVE C**

*Alternative C* is an electronic payment system based on Smart Card Technology.

**Costs of Alternative C**

**Purchase Price** $50,000

- The purchase price is higher than that for Alternative A or Alternative B.

**Maintenance** $15,000

**Training** $35,000

- The training costs are only slightly higher, primarily for the administrative staff because of the additional capabilities of Smart Cards.

**Benefits of Alternative C**

The benefits extend to the customer, particularly the agencies that subscribe to transportation for their clients. As a result they are a bit more difficult to quantify.

**Capacity Benefits** $190,000

- Required work is reduced by an additional clerk per year. Half is estimated to come out of the Transit system administrative staff and the other half out of client staff.
- The capacity benefits reduce the required work by an additional clerk per year. Half is estimated to come out of the transit system administrative staff and the other half out of client staff. This additional gain has a present value of $66,000. Added to the gain for Alternatives A and B of $124,000, the capacity benefit for Alternative C equals $190,000.

The benefits of both reliability and recoverability increase also, because of the additional types of data they cover and because of the direct billing capability provided by Smart Card technology. The monetary values of these benefits are:

**Reliability Benefits** $80,000

**Recoverability Benefit** $30,000
4.5.4 Making Your Choice

Which of the alternatives would best contribute to the goal of improving customer service and efficiency?

Looking at the Costs Rankings of Table 3, we note that:

- Purchase prices of Alternative A and B are identical and significantly less expensive than Alternative C.
- Maintenance cost for A is less than B, and both are significantly less than C.
- Training cost of B is less than A, and both are again significantly less than C.
- Total costs of A and B are equal and are significantly less than C.

Checking the ranking of benefits, we find C consistently higher than and preferred to A or B, which are ranked as equivalent.

The question is, does C best meet the goal? It clearly has both the greatest costs and the greatest benefits. It appears to give the greatest improvement in service to the customer. Now, does it do the best job of increasing the efficiency of operations? From the nature of the benefits, it appears that is the case. But we need to make sure that those benefits offset the increases in cost. From B to A, the costs go up by $2,000, but the benefits stay the same. Consequently, we get more net gain from B than A. When we move from B to C, we find that the benefits increase substantially more than the costs. Consequently, the additional cost is more than justified, and C is preferred to B.

It is the best of the three alternatives. The row in Table 3 labeled, “Incremental B/C,” shows the benefit-to-cost ratios of each of those incremental moves, B to A and B to C.

Since we also have the benefits and costs of the three alternatives on the same time basis, in terms of their present value or “PV”, we can compare the alternatives on the basis of the present value of their net benefits. The row near the bottom of Table 3 marked “PV Net Benefit” shows the present value of the net benefits, “PV Benefit,” for each alternative. This value is obtained by subtracting the present value of the costs of the alternative, “PV Cost,” from the present value of its benefits, “PV Benefit.” It is clear that alternative C has the greatest net benefit followed by B, then C. This corresponds with the ranking using the incremental Benefit-Cost ratio.

For illustrative purposes, this numerical example employs benefit-cost and net benefit comparisons to decide which alternative best meets the overall goal of improving fare management in our example rural transit system. Different kinds of information can be used for choosing the best way to meet various needs of rural transit system. Many choices can be made without the kind of calculations we used in the example.\(^\text{10}\)

We now turn to our composite case study of the hypothetical Edgar County Rural Transit (ECRT) and its manager, Tim Stark, to illustrate how transit managers around the country are making choices about how to meet the needs of their system with the resources they have.

\(^{10}\)A compact disk produced by the Western Transportation Institute is available. It contains adaptable presentations on several aspects of Rural ITS, including Transit Management. See website: www.its.dot.gov for ordering information. A compact disk produced by the Western Transportation Institute is available. It contains adaptable presentations on several aspects of Rural ITS, including Transit Management. See website: www.its.dot.gov for ordering information.
4.6 One Manager’s Approach to Planning for Implementation

The ECRT Technology Task Force has taken great efforts to identify its needs and learn about the new tools that are available to improve transit system operations. The members have become more aware of both the opportunities and challenges confronting them.

These new personal computer-based tools provide opportunities for improved service and business operations. An important benefit of these tools is more efficient ways to cooperate with other organizations. Links with social service agencies could be developed that would remove many of the difficulties in providing transportation for these agencies’ clients. The tools would help to streamline the flow of information between the agency and its clients. They also found that they could share the facilities and costs of the new tools with agencies providing other services in Edgar County.

A major challenge was to understand the various sources of funds that were available to improve rural transit. The state DOT representative was able to provide a great deal of information and good contacts from various state agencies. He also reinforced the connections between ECRT and the Section 5307, 5309, 5310, 5311, and RTAP managers from the state DOT. Additionally, the chief transportation planner of the regional planning agency, NWRPA, helped develop contacts with the agencies for which they provided regional plans. Professor Fred Posner was able to add more contacts from his experience with the social service agency board he had served on. Some of these agencies were already working with ECRT in Edgar County.

Mary Koppel and ECRT Manager Tim Stark followed up with all of the contacts and had prioritized potential funding sources. Then, the Task Force drafted a budget for the current and outlying years of their Transit ITS development program. It included the identification of grant funds and necessary grant-matching funds, including in-kind services that allowed ECRT to get financial credit for its work on these programs.

Working with the rest of the Task Force, Tim and Mary reviewed the needs priorities that had been developed. This allowed them to compare the list and establish how many items they could implement within the budget that they developed.

At Tim’s request, Mary worked with other ECRT staff and Task Force members to identify one or more ways of using transit ITS tools to meet each need in the list covered by the budget. One thing that became clear in this process was the impact that the implementation process would have throughout the operation of the transit system. The new tools had to be built into the overall system. Many staff members’ jobs would change significantly. Orientation and training were an important part of the effort required. Everyone on ECRT’s staff had to understand how these changes would affect not only them as individuals, but also everyone with whom they came in contact through their work.

Implementing Transit ITS tools will affect your entire staff. It is important that the staff is oriented to these technologies and understands how these changes will affect their jobs.

Learn from the experiences of other systems of similar size and complexity. Find out if the selected tools met the system’s expectations. Learn about the system’s experience with the supplier.
With the help of Fred and the graduate student that he had recom-
mended earlier to Tim, Mary identified the impacts each alternative
Transit ITS application would have on meeting the priority needs.
For some needs and applications, the choice was almost a “no-
brainer”, or in other words, very obvious. On the other hand, other
needs and requirements called for more careful development and
analysis. Mary took care to show how each choice supported the
ECRT goal of improving both the quality of its service and the
efficiency of operations.

Mary kept in mind that she wanted to avoid repetition of the near-
disaster that had occurred at CCRT two years earlier. CCRT deter-
mined that they needed not only to book trips and dispatch vehi-
cles more efficiently, but also to improve the billing and accounting
system. The need for the latter set of capabilities, billing and
accounting, was made urgent by the need to become Y2K-compli-
ant. Time was running short. They found that another county in the
state had engaged a software development firm to produce similar
overall capabilities. The same source of funds was available to
CCRT that was available to the other county to acquire the software
and new hardware.

CCRT engaged the same software supplier to fulfill their needs.
They purchased hardware that met the specifications of the soft-
ware developer. When CCRT installed the software on the hard-
ware, purchased from a hardware vendor, the application experi-
enced some bugs. This was not an unusual occurrence in these situ-
ations. However, the booking and accounting operations inexplica-
bly became very, very slow at times.

The developer was slow to take responsibility for this problem and
to act upon it. The result was that CCRT had to spend a great deal
of money for extra personnel and overtime to run the operation
manually in order to keep the transit service going. CCRT finally
was able to convince the state DOT, who provided the funding,
to intervene.

It was found that the software developer had underestimated
both the hardware and software requirements for the CCRT sys-
tem. The under-specified system consequently worked very slowly
when heavily loaded, which was often. The other county had a
similar difficulty, but had caught it in time to avoid serious prob-
lems. The state DOT provided additional funds for the needed
upgrade. Ultimately, the software vendor upgraded the software
and fixed some of the other bugs. Now, after more than a year of
problems and increased operating expenses, the CCRT system is
running properly.

As Mary continued to identify and prioritize each alternative
Transit ITS application for ECRT, GIS was included as one of the
capabilities on the list for acquisition. It turned out that the
NWRPA chief transportation planner, a member of the Technology
Task Force, had in-depth experience with GIS. The planning agency
had acquired the capability about ten years ago and found it highly
valuable. He was able to show how GIS impacted the work of the
planning agency and how it could benefit ECRT.

Once Mary had selected the tools she felt best supported ECRT’s
goals, the Task Force carefully reviewed the array of choices and
the analyses supporting them. Tim presented the choices to the
County Board of Supervisors who subsequently approved them.
Then, Tim asked Mary to coordinate the preparation of grant appli-
cations for the funds that they had identified. The NWRPA offered
considerable assistance to this effort.

As part of this process, Tim had contacted several social service
agencies serving Edgar County concerning their needs for public
transit, particularly in the rural areas. He was able to work with the
regional planning agency and their GIS specialist to identify some
of the future needs with greater specificity than earlier.

After selecting a Transit ITS application, Tim began to prepare for
evaluating the operation of the new technology that he expected to
obtain over the next year or so. He wanted to be sure that he had
adequate “before” information on system performance that he
could use to conduct a good comparison with the “after” situation.
5.1 Purpose of Evaluation

Evaluating the implementation essentially means measuring the degree to which an application met your objectives and thus, your goals. The ideal time for capturing meaningful results is after the application is fully implemented and has been operating successfully for at least three months.

The measures to determine how well you have met the objectives are, to a large extent, those that are ordinarily used to monitor transit operations and business processes. Nonetheless, these measures need to be defined at the time the goals and objectives are set. In other words, they need to be tailored to measure how well each of your objectives is met. These include measures of service, cost, and process efficiency. Some examples are shown in Table 4.

Table 4: Example Evaluation Measures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SERVICE</th>
<th>COST</th>
<th>PROCESS EFFICIENCY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Waiting time per call</td>
<td>• Vehicle operating cost per vehicle-mile</td>
<td>• Labor hours per booking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Booking time per call</td>
<td>• Vehicle maintenance cost per vehicle-mile</td>
<td>• Labor hours per bill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Passenger-miles per vehicle-hour</td>
<td>• Passenger-miles per vehicle-hour</td>
<td>• Passenger-miles per vehicle-hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Origin-to-Destination passenger trip times</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Vehicle run times</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Taking the time to evaluate newly implemented Transit ITS applications also provides an opportunity to observe how their performance compares to the estimates and expectations that you developed earlier in the planning process. Discovering which estimation processes worked well and which did not can be a great help in improving the planning process for the future.

5.2 Database Development

5.2.1 Data Acquisition

The data collected needs to correspond to the evaluation measures that you choose. When you define your goal and your objectives, you essentially determine the candidate evaluation measures and the data that you will need.

To compute measures used for “Costs” and “Process Efficiency,” the data needed are normally found in the accounting records of a transit agency. Obtaining the data that is required to measure “Service” might be more challenging. For example, the time that a caller waits for his call to be answered, or the time required to make a booking may not be routinely recorded. Table 5 lists possible sources for the required data.
Table 5: Data Sources

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>REQUIRED DATA ITEM</th>
<th>SOURCE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle Operating Cost</td>
<td>Driver wages, fuel cost, oil cost accounts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle Miles</td>
<td>Daily vehicle odometer readings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle Maintenance Cost</td>
<td>Mechanic wages/contract, parts accounts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Booking agent and related clerk hours</td>
<td>Time sheets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Billing clerical and supervisory hours</td>
<td>Time sheets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of bookings</td>
<td>Daily ride-booking record</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of bills by type and complexity</td>
<td>Daily billing record</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Call waiting time</td>
<td>Device or software from telephone company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Booking time</td>
<td>Same as call-waiting time or manually</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number and length of calls</td>
<td>Manual or automated call record</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passenger miles</td>
<td>Calculated from driver or billing records</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle hours</td>
<td>Driver or vehicle records</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Origin-to-Destination passenger trip times</td>
<td>Driver and/or dispatcher logs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle run times</td>
<td>Driver and/or dispatcher logs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2.2 Database Creation

The first task of database development is to assure that all items of source data are available and kept up to date. It is also useful to create a separate file for each required data item. These files should be revised whenever constituent source items are updated. Some items should be stored within their respective files by date or by day-of-the-week. Others that vary significantly by time of day, such as call-waiting time and booking time, may need to be segregated into the peak and off-peak periods for each day. Still others may be recorded appropriately for intervals that are less frequent.

Some data items might be acquired on a sampled basis. A reason for doing so could be the difficulty or excessive cost of acquiring the data on a more frequent basis. For example, manually recorded booking times might fall into this category. Other items that can be sampled periodically include trip times for riders, run times for vehicles, and passenger counts at each bus stop.

The most important point is that the data present reliable estimates of whatever they purport to measure. This need for reliability applies to the measures of service, cost or process efficiency. The entire subject of statistics, as a tool or as an academic discipline, is devoted to obtaining reliable estimates.11

Transit ITS and other computer software applications can result in potential increases in efficiency and reliability of data collection and information development. We use the term, potential, advisedly here, because the creation and the proper maintenance of such a database require considerable care and effort.

---

5.3 Creating and Reporting Evaluation Measures

5.3.1 Creating Evaluation Measures
Evaluation measures are formed from the required data items. There are a number of OTS software programs available to organize data. One of the most versatile is the spreadsheet. It is possible to create an algebraic definition for each evaluation measure you want in a cell of the spreadsheet. The definition can represent each constituent data item in a form that automatically extracts it from its resident database for the purpose of the calculation. Similar capabilities exist in several OTS database programs.

5.3.2 Reporting Evaluation Measures
The desired reports can be derived directly from the spreadsheet or other programs in which the evaluation statistics are calculated. In fact, reports can be the spreadsheets themselves or the output of database programs. No other means is necessary to prepare the desired reports.

The reports should be designed to arrange the measures so that progress toward objectives and goals can be determined. This requirement can be fulfilled for the example shown in Table 4 by listing the measures under the heading, “Service,” “Cost,” or “Process Efficiency” of the objective it measures. Each measure reports the value of one of the objectives, hence defining progress toward achieving its goal.

5.4 Performing the Evaluation

5.4.1 Defining the Base Case
The Base Case defines the state of the system against which future progress and goal achievement is to be measured. Normally it is designated to be the existing system before any proposed Transit ITS applications are employed. Reliable estimates of the performance of the Base Case system are needed.

5.4.2 Measuring Progress
As mentioned in section 5.1, the measurement of the impact of any new Transit ITS applications should not be made before the application has been in successful operation for at least three months. After that time, the same three steps done for the Base Case should be completed for the system with the new Transit ITS application(s). When comparing the system with the new Transit ITS applications with the Base Case, the change in the values of evaluation measures is the overall measure of progress toward achieving your goal.
5.5 Backing-Up the Database
The development and maintenance of the evaluation database requires considerable time and effort. It is important to protect this investment against destruction or damage. Power failures, lightning strikes, computer viruses, computer failures, software bugs, and operator errors are possible sources of computer system failure that could harm or eliminate the evaluation database.

5.6 One Manager’s Approach to Evaluating Implementation
Once again, to illustrate the process of evaluating Transit ITS implementation, we will continue with the experiences of our hypothetical Edgar County Rural Transit (ECRT) system and its manager, Tim Stark.

After months of planning, obtaining funds, and selecting tools, ECRT is about to implement a number of Transit ITS applications. Tim recognizes that it is important to be able to measure the impact of these applications on improving service and process efficiency, as well as on decreasing costs.

To lay the groundwork for the eventual evaluation of these Transit ITS capabilities, Tim is developing Base Case information. Tim reviewed the performance measures that he had developed to assess the needs of ECRT during the Transit ITS planning process. He selected a set of measures that he thought would enable ECRT to track its progress toward meeting its objectives and achieving its goal of improving both the quality of transit service and the efficiency of ECRT operations.

Tim reviewed the set of evaluation measures with his Information Technology (IT) assistant, Mary Koppel, and then with the Technology Task Force. After incorporating their suggestions, Tim and Mary identified the data items that ECRT needed to calculate the evaluation measures. They checked the ECRT database that they had developed early in the Transit ITS planning process to be sure the required data items were all there. A few were missing, but Mary and the graduate student were able to establish them using the required source data now available and accessible in the ECRT database.

At Tim’s request, the Technology Task Force determined that three months of source data were needed to develop reliable estimates of the evaluation measures for the Base Case. Consequently, the Base Case recording period began once the database file structure for all the required source data was established. At the end of the three-month recording period, the evaluation measures for the Base Case were computed. These measures were based solely on the information from the operation of ECRT for that three-month period.

From that point on, the evaluation measures have been reported on a monthly basis. The reports are developed in-house with some technical assistance from the State DOT. Because of the structure of the database, ECRT was able to produce the report containing the measures for a given month on the first business day following the close of the month. The report showed the results for all the previously reported months as well. When a full year has elapsed, the report contains results for only the subject month and each of the previous twelve months. Later on, a rolling annual summary was developed. It was reported each month for the prior twelve months. The entire ECRT database is now backed up at the close of each business day with zip disks deposited for safekeeping in a local bank.

Under Tim’s overall direction, Mary continued to supervise the installation of the selected Transit ITS applications. All of the applications, except that for Smart Card technology, were readily available in off-the-shelf versions. The Smart Card application was a joint development of the state DOT and three social service agencies operating in the state.

As the new applications have come into use, the evaluation report has continued to show their collective impact on the service quality and efficiency of ECRT. It has also served as a guide for ECRT management and staff to measure the transit system’s effectiveness.

Mary has become the permanent full-time IT Director at ECRT. At this point, Tim is seeking greater and more effective collaboration with the agencies, business firms, and groups of citizens served by ECRT.
The needs for public transportation in rural areas continue to emerge and grow. New technology for providing and managing rural transit continues to develop with encouragement from FTA programs. Rural transit managers have growing opportunities to serve their communities. They also have continuing challenges to manage improvement through technological and organizational change.

New institutions are emerging in order to help rural transit managers locate and benefit from the information that is most useful to them. State transportation agencies are helping in diverse ways by managing financial assistance and cooperatively developing new Transit ITS tools. Increasing collaboration among federal and state transportation and social service agencies are producing, not only new riders, but also innovations in transit and transit-related services. Industry associations, such as APTA and CTAA, produce publications and sponsor conferences that are increasingly addressing rural Transit ITS and other topics of value to rural transit operators.

The flow of this information is ever increasing and sometimes seems to reach unimaginable proportions. This Guidebook provides a framework for assimilating new information and managing change. We hope that rural transit managers will find the framework useful. It can accommodate the results of research, development, and the experience of rural transit managers around the world.

We have a continuing interest in the development of better methods and techniques for planning rural Transit ITS applications. The Federal Transit Administration is also beginning work on an interactive web site that will enable transit systems to share their experiences in implementing Rural Transit ITS.